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Abstract

Recently, Tseng et al. proposed an authenticated encryption scheme using self-certi-

fied public keys. In their scheme, only the specified receiver can verify and recover the

message. In this article, we will demonstrate their scheme cannot withstand the known

plaintext-ciphertext attack. The intruder has ability to expose every message sent

between the signer and the specified receiver.
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1. Introduction

Nyberg and Rueppel proposed the signature scheme which gives the mes-

sage recovery based on the discrete logarithm [7]. Horster et al. proposed an

application of the Nyberg–Rueppel�s scheme for authenticated encryption

[3]. In the authentication encryption scheme, the signer generates the signature
for a message and sends it to the specified receiver. Only the specified receiver

has ability to recover and verify the message. They proposed the authentication

encryption scheme based on the discrete logarithm which has lower communi-

cation costs. Later, a number of schemes have been proposed to reduce com-

munication costs and improve the performance [5,6].

Above schemes are proposed based on well-known public key system [1,4,8].

In these scheme, each user publishes the public key which must to be authen-

ticated, and keeps his/her secret key. To authenticate public keys, there are
three approaches: the certificate-based, the identity-based and the self-certified

approaches. In the certificate-based approach, each user selects his/her secret

key and computes the public key which is authenticated by a certificate gener-

ated by the system authority. The system authority is trusted by all users and

needs large storage to store each user�s public key. In the identity-based ap-

proach, the user�s public key is his/her unique identity. However, the system

authority can impersonate any user at any moment [2].

In the self-certified approach, each user�s public key is derived from the sig-
nature of the user�s secret key. His/her secret key includes his/her identity and is

only kept by himself. Tseng et al. propose their authenticated encryption

scheme using self-certified public key [10]. However, their scheme cannot with-

stand the known plaintext-ciphertext attack [5]. We will show that the intruder

can expose every message sent between the signer and the specified receiver.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly

review Tseng et al.�s authenticated encryption scheme. An attack on Tseng et

al.�s authenticated encryption scheme is proposed in Section 3. Finally, we give
a brief conclusion in Section 4.

2. Review of Tseng et al.’s scheme

Tseng et al. proposed an authenticated encryption scheme [10] that only the

specified receiver can verify and recover the message. The scheme contains

three phases: initialization phase, signature generation and message recovery
phases. Three phases are described in the following subsections, respectively.

2.1. Initialization phase

There is a trusted authority that generates system parameters as follows: N

denotes the product of two large primes p and q, where p = 2p 0 + 1 and
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q = 2q 0 + 1, with themselves prime; g denotes a base element of order p 0 · q 0;

h(Æ) denotes a public one-way function. After generating these parameters,

the trusted authority publishes {N,g} and keeps {p,q,p 0,q 0} secret.

Assume each user has a unique identity ID. When a user Alice wants to

compose her public key. Alice randomly select an integer xi as her secret key

and computes pi ¼ gximodN . Then, she sends pi and her unique identity IDi

to the trusted authority. Upon receiving pi and IDi, the trusted authority com-

putes and publishes Alice�s public key yi ¼ ðpi � IDiÞðhðIDiÞÞ�1

modN . Alice can

verify the public key yi by computing the following equation:

yhðIDiÞ
i þ IDi ¼ gximodN : ð1Þ
2.2. Signature generation phase

Suppose that Alice wants to send an authenticated message M to Bob

(whose identity is IDj). She first chooses a random integer k and computes

the signature {r, s} for message M, where

r ¼ M � ðyhðIDjÞ
j þ IDjÞ�k

modN ;

s ¼ k � xi � hðrÞ:

(

Next, Alice sends {r, s} to the Bob.

2.3. Message recovery phase

After receiving {r, s}, Bob uses his secret key xj to recover the message M.

Thus, the message can be recovered by computing the following equation:

M ¼ r � gs � ðyhðIDiÞ
i þ IDiÞhðrÞ

� �xj
modN : ð2Þ

The message M must be correctly recovered and verified by checking the

validity of the redundancy.
3. Attack on Tseng et al.’s scheme

In this section, we will show that Tseng et al.�s authenticated encryption

scheme cannot withstand the known plaintext-ciphertext attack. Assume Alice

wants to sign and encrypt the message to a specified receiver Bob. First, Alice

computes the signature {r, s} for the message M. Upon receiving {r, s}, Bob
uses his secret key xj to recover the message M. However, an intruder has abil-

ity to recover the message without Bob�s secret key. From Eq. (2), it can be de-

rived as follows:
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M ¼ r � ðgsÞ � ðyhðIDiÞ
i þ IDiÞhðrÞ

� �xj
modN

¼ r � ðgxjÞs � ðyhðIDiÞ
i þ IDiÞxj

� �hðrÞ
modN : ð3Þ

If an intruder collects (M1, r1, s1) and (M2, r2, s2), then he/she can obtain the

following two equations as Eq. (3).

M1 ¼ r1 � ðgxjÞs1 � ððyhðIDiÞ
i þ IDiÞxjÞhðr1ÞmodN ;

M2 ¼ r2 � ðgxjÞs2 � ððyhðIDiÞ
i þ IDiÞxjÞhðr2ÞmodN :

(
ð4Þ

From Eq. (4), it can be seen that

ðyhðIDiÞ
i þ IDiÞxj

� �hðr1Þ
modN ¼ M1 � ðr1ðgxjÞs1Þ�1

;

ðyhðIDiÞ
i þ IDiÞxj

� �hðr2Þ
modN ¼ M2 � ðr2ðgxjÞs1Þ�1

:

8>><
>>: ð5Þ

If the value h(r1) and h(r2) are relatively prime, the intruder can find two

numbers a and b such that ah(r1) + bh(r2) = 1 by the Euclidean algorithm [9].

Let the value ðyhðIDiÞ
i þ IDiÞxj be the value X. From Eq. (5), the value X can

be revealed by computing the following equations:

ðXhðr1ÞÞa � ðXhðr2ÞÞb ¼ ðM1 � ðr1ðgxjÞs1Þ�1Þa � ðM2 � ðr2ðgxjÞs2Þ�1ÞbmodN ;

Xahðr1Þþbhðr2Þ ¼ Ma
1M

b
2r

�a
1 r�b

2 ðgxjÞ�ðas1þbs2ÞmodN ;

X ¼ Ma
1M

b
2r

�a
1 r�b

2 ðgxjÞ�ðas1þbs2ÞmodN :

From Eq. (1), an intruder can obtain gxj by computing yhðIDiÞ
i þ IDimodN ,

where yi,h(IDi), and IDi are public. Since all of M1,M2,a,b, r1, r2, s1, s1, and

gxj are known, the intruder can easily obtain X (i.e., ðyhðIDiÞ
i þ IDiÞxj ).

Since the intruder can obtain the value ðyhðIDiÞ
i þ IDiÞxj , he/she can expose

the next message sent between Alice and Bob. Therefore, Tseng et al.�s authen-
ticated encryption scheme cannot fulfill their opinion of security requirement.

To remedy this weakness, every h(ri)s cannot relatively prime with other
h(rj)s. If h(ri) is relatively prime with other h(rj)s, then the signer need to

re-choose an integer ki in Signature Generation Phase such that gcd(h(ri),

h(rj)) 5 1 for all generated rjs.
4. Conclusion

We have shown that Tseng et al.�s authenticated encryption scheme cannot
fulfill their opinion of security requirement. Their scheme cannot withstand the

known plaintext-ciphertext attack. Hence, the intruder has ability to expose

every message sent between the signer and the specified receiver.
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